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Figure 1 - A four-layered composite plate with a crack
Figure 2 - Numerical values of o*(l,p) as a function of c21/pa for a/h = 1.0





























- half crack length
- unknowns in integrals, functions of (s'p)
- Bromwich contour in complex p-plane
- shear wave speed for material 1
- known functions of (s,p)
- laminate thickness
- potential function
- Laplace transform of H
- Heaviside unit step function
- Bessel function of order zero
- dynamic stress intensity factor
- Laplace transform of kl(t)
- kernel in Fredholm integral equation
- constant stress resultant
- stress resultants
- Laplace transform variable
- transverse shear forces
- crack tip polar coordinates
- variable of integration
parameter defined in equation (26) with j = 1,2
- time
- displacement components in the (x,y,z) coordinate
system





s,Y ,s - material constants
of - defined in equation (28) with j = 1,2
EV ey ,..., YyZ - strain components
K - correction factor ,r/ ►'12 in plate theory
uj - sheer moduli with j = 1,2
vj - Poisson's ratio with j = 1,2
9,n - variables of integration
p j - mass density for material j
aj ,uj - Lame coefficients with j = 1,2




^* - potential function in Laplace transform plane
*
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ABSTRACT
A research effort primarily concerned with the understanding of laminated
composite plates with cracks subjected to time-dependent extensional loads is
reported here. When loads are applied suddenly to a laminate, waves are re-
flected and refracted through the laminae and give rise to stresses and strains
throughout the composite system. The process is three-dimensional in character
and presents a formidable problem in the theory of elastodynamics, particularly
in the presence of crack-like imperfections.
An approximate theory of laminated plates is developed by assuming that the
extensional and thickness mode of vibration are coupled. The mixed boundary
value crack problem of a four-layered composite plate is solved. Dynamic stress
intensity factors for a crack subjected to suddenly applied stress are found to
vary as a function of time and depend on the material properties of the laminate.
Stress intensification in the region near the crack front can be reduced by having
the shear modulus of the inner layers to be larger than that of the outer layers.
INTRODUCTION
The current interest in laminates for structural application is associated
with the high strength-to-weight ratio which can be developed in laminates.
These laminates are generally composed of layers which have been reinforced by
embedding unidirectional fibers. The layers are adhered to each other such that
the fiber direction varies from one layer to the next in a previously determined
manner. The freedom of choice for fiber orientation in the layers of the com-
posite system enables the development of laminates with special preferential
directional properties for particular applications. Because of this character-
istic of fibrous composites, the employment of these systems rather than equiva-
lent homogeneous members will be clearly advantageous in many applications.
Because of the complicated internal structure of composite systems, stress
analysis is much more difficult than for equivalent single-phase material. One
fact which emerges very clearly from laminate studies is that the stress field
in composite systems is truly three-dimensional in character. Thus, even the
stress field in a symmetric laminate subjected to in-plane loading cannot be ac-
curately modeled by standard two-dimensional methods of analysis. The previous
work in this area further indicates that relatively little effort has been made
to formulate laminate plate theories that can effectively solve for the redistribu-
tion of stresses and strains due to the presence of mechanical imperfections such
as cracks.
One possible means of simplifying the three-dimensional equations of elas-
ticity is to invoke the concept adopted in the formulation of plate theory. Ap-
proximate stress and strain dependence on the plate thickness coordinate are as-
sumed such that the governing differential equations possess only two independent
-2-
^r
space variables. In addition, special attention must be given to the state of
affairs near the crack when formulating plate theories for analyzing crack prob-
lems. With this in mind, Hartranft and Sih [1] developed an approximate three-
dimensional theory for a single material plate containing a through crack. The
condition of plane strain was preserved ahead of the crack as suggested by SO
[2]. This theory was later extended to laminates by Badaliance, SO and Chen
[3] to solve the problem of a through crack in a laminar plate subjected to in-
plane loading. The through crack configuration represents a preliminary effort
to model the damage of composite plates. Additional complications arise when
the load is time dependent. These considerations will be taken into account in
the development of a new dynamic theory of laminated composite plates subjected
to extensional loads.
This work is concerned with the formulation of a dynamic theory of laminated
plates and reduces to that of Kane and Mindlin [4] for the single material plate.
The idealized condition of stress and displacement continuity across the inter-
face is replaced by assigning certain conditions of material nonhomogeneity in
the thickness direction of the laminated plate as if it were a single layered
nonhomogeneous plate. The nonhomogeneity is made equivalent to a symmetric lami-
nate balanced with reference to its mid -plane. A through crack is assumed to
exist in a four - layered laminate. Dynamic stress intensity factors are obtained
for the case of a suddenly applied uniform in-plane loading and shown to vary
as a, function of time. Discussed are also the influence of material properties




The elastodynamic equations of generalized plane stress are adequate only
if the frequency of vibration is lower than that of the first thickness mode and
the wave length is large in comparison with the plate thickness. In other words,
the coupling between extensional and thickness mode c`' vibration can be ne-
glected. When laminated composite plates are stressed dynamically, loads are
transmitted through the laminae by the reflection of thickness refraction of
stress waves. The mode of vibration cannot be ignored, particularly in the vi-
ci-nity of a crack-like imperfection where the stress state acquires a three-di-
mensional character.
A dynamic 'laminate plate theory will be developed to solve the problem of a
four-layered composite plate with a through crack subjected to a suddenly applied
uniform extensional load. The theory is a generalization to that given by Kane
and Mindlin [4] for a single 'layer plate in which the extensional and thickness
mode rf vibration are assumed to be coupled. Accounted for is the lowest thick-
ness-stretch mode such that the displacement is normal to the plate surface.
Mindlin and Medick [5] have also considered a formulation in which the thickness-
shear mode of vibration with displacement parallel to the plate surface is also
included. The mid-plane of the plate is taken as the nodal plane of vibration.
Consider a four-layered composite plate of thickness h as shown in Figure 1
where each layer has the same thickness h/4. The two outer layers have material
properties (u 2 , v2 ) or (a21 u 2 ) while the two inner layers have material properties
(ul , v l ) or (a l ,u l ). The Lame coefficients are denoted by X  and uj (j = 1,2).
The layers are stacked such that symmetry prevails across the mid-plane of the



































The time-dependent displacement field is assumed to be
u  = vx(x,Y-t)
vy = vy(x,y,t)
wz = hZ vz(x,y,t)





Ey (Y,Y,t) = ay
Ez (x,y,t) = h vz







YZx ( x ,Y, .	 h ax
in which the transverse normal and shear strains are assumed to be linear in the
thickness coordinate z. If each layer of the laminated composite plate is iso-
tropic, then the following stress-strain relationships may be used:
Qx = ( a+2p ) Ex + a(Ey+KEZ)
ay = ( a+2p )Ey + a(Ex+KEZ)







accounts for the coupling between the extensional
It is determined from the three-dimensional eequat-
development of plate theories, the resultant stra,
(AxY ) 0 = 1,2) will be defined:
[( A Y (A) l , (AZ ) , ( A	 J = h hf4[Ex,EY
 Y 	 1	 1	 -h/4






[(Axz) , (AYZ ) 7 = h - h f4 [YxZ,YYZ7zdz
1	 1	 h/4
-h/4	 h/2
[(Axz ) 2 ' (AYz ) 2 ^	9h _ h^2 [Yxz'YY
Z1zdz + f4 [YxZ,YYZ]zdz
Substituting equations (2) into (5), it is found that
avx







(AZ)1	 (AZ)2	 Fi Vz
av	 av




(AXz ) l	(AXZ ) 2	 h ax
2 avz
	
yz ) 1 =	 yz)2	 T^ ay














The stress-strain relations in equations (3) when enforced yield
av	 av
N x (x,y ,t) = 2 [(s+2Y) ax + s ay] + S Kv z
3v	 av
Ny (x,y , t ) = 2 C(s+2Y) ay + s axx ^ + ^Kvz
	
1	 avX	 av
N Z (x,Y, t ) = (s+2Y ) K 2v Z + 2 sKh ( ax + a)











Rx (x,y , t ) = 48 ah2 ax
av
Ry (x,y ,t) = 48ah2 ayZ
aN %a2v
ax + y = 2 h(p l
+p 2 ) at=
aN	 aN	 a2vy
ax+ ay_ 2 p p --s`"
ax	 ay	 2 h(+1 2 ) at




	 Y = u l
+u2
, a = ul+7u^
Denoting p l and p 2 as the mass dens!








- NZ - 1 48 h 2 (p l +7p 2 ) atz—






	 ) + h ax = (p l +p 2 ) at
a	
" x
av	 2s^c av Z -	 a2v
Y v `vy + ( s+r) ay ( ax + a—^) + h ay	 ( p l +p 2 ) a^	 (13)
av	 av	 a2v
av Zv Z -	 (s+2Y)K2v Z -




where v 2 = 9 2/ax 2 + 3 2/ay2 is the Laplacian operator in two dimensions.
METHOD OF SOLUTION
Equations (13) will be solved by introducing two potential functions ^(x,y,t)
and H(x,y,t) as
v x (x,y ,t) _ o + ay
(14)
vy (x,y , t ) = y - ax
Making the appropriate algebraic manipulations, the governing equations for the
potential functions can be derived by enforcing equations (13):
	
at - 6( g+2y)v4 ^ + 192 Kh (s+2	 02^
Yo2H _ (pl p ) 




	16(Pl +P 2 ) + (s+2Y)(P 1 +7
P 2 ) atz (0207}
	
(15)
Once ^(x,y,t) and H(x,y,t) are known, v x and v  can be obtained from equations
(14) and
vZ(x,y,t)	 2sK C(Pl
+p2 ) a^ - (s+2K)o2^h]
	
(16)
Suppose that a uniform stress resultant N o is applied suddenly to the crack
surfaces and the resulting deformation is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis,




Ny(x,o,t) = -NoH(t), x<a
(17)
vy(x,o,t) = 0, x>a
where H ( t) is the Heaviside unit step function. The condition of symmetry fur-
ther requires that
Nxy (x,o,t) = Ry (x,o,t) = 0, for all x 	 (18)
Use will now be made of the Laplace transform. Let ^ * (x,y,p), H* (x,y,p), etc.,
denote the Laplace transforms of the functions ^(x,y,t), H(x,y,t), etc. Equa-
tion ( 15) when expressed in the Laplace transform domain become
(02- w^)^1(x,Y,P) = 0
(q2-w2)^2(x,Y,P) = 0	 (19)
(d2-w3)H*(x,Y,P) = 0
where the potential ^(x,y,t) has been separated into two parts:
^(x,Y,t) _ ^ 1 (x,Y,t) + ^ 2 (x,Y,t)	 (20)
in terms of time t or
* (x,Y,P) 
= 4(x'Y'P) + 4(x'Y'P)	 (21)
in terms of the Laplace transform variable p. The parameters wj 0 = 1,2,3) in
equations ( 19) are defined as
-11-
r:
W2 = 6 o C(ao+so)( O)2 + p o ± {C(ao+60)( 0) 2 + Po]2














Yo , do = 
1 +7p 2 Yo
4(pl+p2)	 2 = 12 K2 s+2
po = p1+7p2 % wo	 h' pl+p2
and Yo takes the form
2 =	 4 s+Yo 
	pl+p2 
s+2yj
Equations (19) then give
2^,(x,y,p) = ,—^ f A(s,p) cos(sx) exp(-siy)ds
0
^2(x,y,p) = - f B(s,p) cos(sx) exp(- s2y)ds
0
H* (x.,y,p) _ ^ f C(s,p) sin(sx) exp(-s3y)ds
0
with sj being given by







The dynamic problem has now been reduced to finding the three unknown functions
A(s,p), B(s,p) and C(s,p).
DUAL COUPLED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Before the boundary and symmetry conditions can be enforced, it is necessary
to obtain v* (s,y,p), vy(x,y,p), etc., in terms of the unknowns in equations
(25). With the help of equations (14) and (16), it can be shown that
*	 °°
vx (x,Y ' P) _ -	 f [sA(s,p) exp (- s ly) + sB(s,P) exp(-s2Y)
0
+ s 3C(s,p) exp(-s 3y)] sin(sx)ds
CO
vy (x,Y,P) _ -	 f [s i A(s, p ) eXP(- s ly ) + s 2B(s,p) exp (- s 2Y)	 (27)
0
+ sC(s,p) exp(-s 3y)] cos(sx)ds
vz(x,y,p) = Tr f [A l A(s,p) exp(-s l y) + A2B(s,p) exp(-s 2y)] cos(sx)ds
0
The quantities Ai 0 = 1,2) are given by
+	 2
^^ = h 2sk ) [(Pla+gyp - w^], J = 1,2	 (28)
Similarly, the Laplace transform of NX(x,y,p), Ny(x,y,p) become
Nx (x,Y,P) _	 Yh 00 
f {[(Pl+
	
- s 2 1 A(s,P) exP(-slY)
0
(P1+P2)p2
+ [^ - s21 B(s,p) exp(- s 2y).- ss 3C(s,p) exp(-say)}cos(sx)ds
-13-
N (x^Y^P) = 2 Yh f {[s 2 
+ (Pl+p2 )p2
y	 n	
-^2y	 —][A (s ,p) exp (- s ly ) + B ( s , p ) eXp(-s2Y)]0
+ ss 3C(s,p) exp(-s3y)}cos(sx)ds
Nxy(x^Y, p ) _ ^ Yh f {sslA(s,p) exp (-s lY) + ss 2B(s,P) exp(-s2Y)
0
+ 2 (s 2+s3)
 C(s,p) exp(-s3y)}sin(sx)ds
while Rx(x,y,p) and Ry(x,y,p) take the forms
Rx ( x





 [ s ,e l A(s,p) eXP ( - s ly )	s 2A2B(s,P) exP(- s 2Y)] cos(sx)ds
0
The symmetry conditions in equations (18) when applied show that A(s,p), B(s,p)
and C(s,p) can be expressed in terms of a single unknown D(s,p):
s2+s3
A(s, p) = s	 D(s,p)
1
(P l +P 2 ) P 2 (P
i
 +P )p2
B(s,p) = -s l [	 s--Y w2] /{s2 [	 s+2Y	







Application of the mixed boundary conditions in equations ( 17) leads to a sys-
tem of dual integral equations
-14-
CO




f sF(s,p) D(s,p) cos(sx)ds = - 2Yhp , x<a
0
The function F(s,p) is known:
(A1+P2)P2
W2]
F ( s ,P) = 
SSS S 3 [[ S 2 + (A1+' {1 - s1[ ++2Y	 2J}
1	 Y	 P1 P2 P
s 2
1 S-2Y - ^2J
_	 2	 -1 3	 1225SZ_ [ P +P P /
w^+2Y -m J]	 (33)3	 1 2	 2
















(^,p) can be computed from a Fredholm integral equation of the second
kind:
^D (E,P) + f ^D (n,P) L(E,n,P) dn = Y'E- 	(35)
0
The kernel L(^,n,p) is
CO





while the function G(s,p) is related to F(s,p) in equation (33):
{[(P +P2 )P2/(S+2Y),-w2 }.Y






DYNAMIC STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
Of interest is the intensification of the dynamic stresses ahead of the crack.
Hence, the integrals in equations (29) and (30) must be evaluated for large values
of s which corresponds to distances near the crack edge x = ±a and y=0. In terms
of the polar coordinates r and a in Figure 1, the Laplace transform of the stress
resultants for small r are found:
k*(P)
Nx (r,e,p) = cos 2 (1	 - sin 2 sin 2e) + 0(ro)
k*(P)
Ny (r,e,p) = cos 2 (1 + sin	 sin 2e) + O(ro)
(38)
* k*(P)
1Nxy (r,e,p) =	 sin 2 cos cose + 0(ro)
2r
Rx (r, e ,a) = Ry( r , e ,P)	 0(ro)
in which k l
*











N x(r,e,t) = 1	 cos 2 (1 - sin 6 sin 2e ) + O(ro)2r
k (t)
Ny(r,e,t) = 1^ cos	 (1 + sin 2 sin 	 2e) + O(ro)
(40)
k (t)
Nxy(r,e,t) = 1vr2—r sin 6 cos 2 cos 2
e 	
+ 0(ro)
Rx (r,e,t) = Ry(r,e,t) = O(ro)
Equations (40) reveal that dynamic loading does not affect the functional re-
lationship of r and e. The stress intensity factor, however, is a function of
time:
kl(t) = N0 f 0* 1'
Br	 p	
exp ( Pt ) dP	 (41)
where Br denotes the Bromwich path of integration. Once -D* (^,p) is calculated
from equation (35) and evaluated at ^ =1, equation (41) may be solved numerically.
Figure 2 gives a plot of (D* (l,p) as a function of c21/pa where c21
	 (u l /p l ) 2
is the shear wave velocity referred to the material in the inner layers. For
*
p l = p2' v1 = v2 = 0.3 and p l = p21 D (l,p) is seen to increase monotonically
with c21/pa. Three different ratios of u 2/u l = 0.2, 1.0 and 5.0 are considered.
Making use of the results in Figure 2, k l (t) in equation (41) may be computed.
Refer to Figure 3 for a display of k l (t) /Noy versus c 21 t/a. The resultant
stress intensity factors are observed to vary as a function of time. Their am-
plitude rise quickly reaching a peak and then declines. The solution for a homo-
3












I	 2	 3	 4	 5021 pa
Figure 2 - Numerical values of











fl2 /fl i = 5.0
0	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
C 2 , t/a





for the inner and outer layers are assumed to be equal. The peak value of kl(t)
is greater, than that of the homogeneous plate solution for u 2>u l. while the opposite
is found for u 2 <u l . Hence, the intensity of the crack border stress field can
be reduced by having the shear modulus of the outer layers to be smaller than
that of the inner layers.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A dynamic laminate plate theory has been developed for solving crack bound-
ary value problems. The complexity of the problem owing to material nonhomogeneity
and dynamic stress analysis necessitates certain simplifying assumptions so that
effective analytical solutions can be obtained. It is shown that the dynamic
stresses near a mechanical imperfection such as a crack are intensified depending
on the stacking sequence of the laminae. In general, this intensity tends to in-
crease quickly for small time reaching a peak and then decreases to the static
solution for sufficiently long time. When the modulus of the outer layers are
smaller than that of the inner layers, the crack border stress intensity reaches
a maximum quicker than the homogeneous solution but with a smaller magnirude.
The opposite holds for the case when the outer layers are stiffer than the in-
ner layers. Information of this type is useful for evaluating the resistance of
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K1 = ORDER OF SYSTEM of EOUATIONS
+► K2 = N0. OF DISTINCT KERNELS
+ K3 = NO. OF DATA POINTS,
15 a K4 : N0. OF DATA SETS TO BE EVALUATED



























40 • CALCULATE KERNEL MATRTCFS







PRINT	 6 9 PT (L) 9NON (1_ )	 I
6 FORMAT(5X9F8949F15.6)































S2= (DEL /39) *(SA+2.*Sq+4.*SC)
DIF=ABS((S2-S1)/S1)
ER=0.01







42 FORMAT(SX9 0 	 INT,	 OnES NOT CONVERGE °91392F9.4)
PRINT	 50•X•Y
60 FORMAT(2F10.5)








SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP	 (R=1)
ENTRY POINTS
4 SIMP
VARTA9LES SN TYPE RELOCATION
0 A REAL F.P.	 260 AN REAL
0 A REAL F.P.	 4 BMU REAL
2S0 DEL REAL 262 DIF REAL


















SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R=1)
ENTRY POINTS
3 CHANGE
VARIABLES SN	 TYPE RELOCATION
0	 D REAL ARRAY	 F.P.







	 LASFL INDEX FROM -TO
17	 10 N 4 7
10	 10 M 5 7



















































IF(K.EO .N) GO TO in
M=K+1




































SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R=1)
ENTRY POINTS
3 LINEQ
VARIA9LES SN	 TYPE	 RELOCATInN






































0 A	 REAL	 F.P.













































































































SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R=1)
ENTRY POINTS
4 9ESJO
VARIARLES	 SN TYPE	 RELOCAT70N
	










	 REAL	 1 LIBRARY
STATEMENT LABELS
	




























I FORMAT(/////SX9* MU?/MU1 =*F6.29* NU1 =*F4.29* NU2 =
IA/H =*F4.2•* C21/ 0 & =* F4.2//)
RETURN
END
















VARIABLES SN	 TYPE RELOCATION
4	 BMU REAL Al)X
55	 HH REAL
i	 P REAL AUX
3	 PK2 REAL Al1X
4,	 Y REAL AUX
FILE NAMES MODE











































SYM80LIC REFERENCE MAP (R=1)
FNTPY POINTS
4 Z
VARIABLES SN	 TYPE RELOCATION
275
	
AA REAL 277 A8 REAL
305	 ALP REAL 302 BA REAL
303	 88 REAL 304 8C REAL



















C	 THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SERIES



















































































SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R=1)
ENT D Y POINTS
3 LAPINV
VARTARLES SN	 TYPE PELOCATTrN
377 A REAL ARRAY 364 AJ REAL
3 q 4 AL REAL 362 AL1 REAL
371 AN REAL 351 BET REAL
4 8K REAL ARRAY	 2 374 800 REAL
366 BOT REAL 461 C REAL
376 CO REAL 352 DEL REAL
2 DT REAL 2 357 F REAL
356 G REAL 0 GLAM REAL
347 I INTEGER 373 ICH INTEGER
363 J INTEGER 375 JA INTEGER
353 L INTEGER 361 L1 INTEGER
365 L2 INTEGER 346 MM INTEGEQ
3 MN INTEGER 2 344 MUL REAL
350 M11 INTEGER 370 N INTEGER
34 C NN INTEGER 0 PHI REAL
355 S REAL. 367 SUM REAL
1 TF REAL 2 0 TI REAL
372 Ton REAL 360 TOP REAL

























IF(T.LE.TF)	 GO TO	 12
PRINT 97
97 FORMAT(//// /SX9* 	 T	 K	 T	 K
1	 T	 K	 °)





10 PRINT	 969TT( MA)48K( MA).TT(MB)+8K(M9)9TT(MC)•RK(MC).T1





SYMAOLIC REFERENCE MAP (P=1)
ENTPY . POIKITS
3 JACSFR
VARTARLES SN	 TYPE RELOCATION
151 AL REAL 0 B REAL
4 BK REAL ARRAY	 2 0 C REAL
0 D REAL F.P. 2 OT REAL
147 L INTEGER 144 LM INTEGER
150 L1 INTEGER 153 MA INTEGER
154 MB INTEGER 155 MC INTFGER
156 MO INTEGER 3 MN INTEGER
152 MY INTEGER 241 P RFAL
157 SF REAL ARRAY 14S T RFAL
1 TF REAL 2 0 TI PEAL
151 TT REAL ARRAY	 2 146 X PEAL
-32-
I SUBROUTINE JACOSI(N+XoB,PB)
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES JACOBI POLYNOAALS OF ORDER




























SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP	 (R=1)




10 4, AK REAL 107 AKI REAL
110 AK2 REAL 102 AN REAL
0 8 REAL	 F.P. 104 BONE PEAL
113 BSO REAL 115 CO REAL
113 COl REAL 114 CO2 REAL
105 K INTEGER 111 K1 INTEGER
112 K2 INTEGER 0 N INTEGER



























































101 FORMAT(* OUT OF RAmGF FOR	 INTE OPOLATION	 +► )
45 STOP
ENO




I SUBROUTINE SPL/CE(x ► Y•MvC)
DIMENSION	 X(50)•Y(g0) ► D(50)•P(50) ► E(50) ► C(4950)
DIMENSION A(50.3)99(50)•Z(50)
MM =M -1
























30 6	 Z(K)=B(K)— A(K93)*7(K +1)
Z(I)=—A(1.2)*Z(?)—n(193)#Z(3)













373 A PEAL	 ARRAY	 621 R REAL
0 C REAL	 ARRAY	 F.P.	 145 D REAL
311 E REAL	 ARRAY	 144 I INTEGER
141 K INTEGER	 0 M INTEGER
140 MM INTEGER	 143 MN INTEGER
2?7 P REAL.	 ARRAY	 142 Q REAL
0 X REAL	 ARRAY	 F.P.	 0 Y REAL
—35—
j
